THE HARVEST IS THE PAY-OFF

- Plowing, planting, cultivating—these are items of cost. So are seed and fertilizer and supplies. So is the work of men, animals, and machines.
- Only the HARVEST translates these expenses into assets—into profits.
- Only after the HARVEST can the crops be used and sold.

WOOD BROS. Single Row CORN PICKER
YOUR PROFIT COMES FROM CORN IN THE CRIB!

UNLESS you can pick all the corn you grow when it is just right... when it will give the best yield... you are not getting full pay for your year's work. That is why a mechanical corn picker... a Wood Bros. Picker... is such an important investment. It will increase your profit by picking the corn cleaner than you can hire it done. It will put cleaner corn... corn you can point to with pride... in your crib. Insurance against such things as labor shortage and bad weather, the ease of handling a Wood Bros. Corn Picker also is a great convenience. It turns the drudgery of "pickin' and tossin'" into the comfort of "sittin' and drivin'". For, with a Wood Bros. Picker, anyone who can drive a tractor can be an expert corn picker.

YOU Plant WITH MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

With modern farm equipment you can plant many more acres of corn than you could in the past. Planting takes but a small share of the total time spent on your corn crop.

YOU Cultivate WITH MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Cultivating with a tractor-drawn tool means that you can care for all the corn you can plant. It is a rather flexible operation which can be spread out over a period of time.

WITH A CORN PICKER YOU CAN Harvest ALL YOU CAN PLANT AND CULTIVATE

With modern equipment you can grow more corn than you can harvest by hand. The answer to increased production of this important crop is a Wood Bros. Corn Picker which does the work of 3 or 5 men. It saves hours of back-breaking labor.
A MODERN CORN PICKER BRINGS YOU THESE BENEFITS

1. PUTS MORE CORN IN THE CRIB
   A Wood Bros. Corn Picker gets more corn — both large ears and nubbins. And puts it in the wagon — with less shelling. It never tires, nor gets an aching back.

2. PUTS CLEANER CORN IN THE CRIB
   The outstanding rubber husking rolls found on a Wood Bros. Picker put cleaner corn in the crib — corn that cures better, keeps better and brings a better market price.

3. PICKS CORN AT THE RIGHT TIME
   Picking corn at just the right time means better yield and better quality. With no “help” problem, a corn picker makes it possible to take full advantage of weather. To get into and out of the field quicker.

4. PERMITS EARLIER PASTURING
   With all the corn picking done sooner, EXTRA time is gained for good early pasturing. Cattle can be turned into the field while feeding conditions are still good, and thus they can pasture longer.

5. SAVES TIME FOR OTHER FALL WORK
   By finishing sooner, with a mechanical picker, a farmer has more time for other fall work, such as combining beans, plowing, or even doing custom corn picking for his neighbors and friends.

6. SOLVES THE LABOR PROBLEM
   With a mechanical picker, more corn can be planted because it can be harvested. One machine will do the work of 3 or 5 men, and it is always ready to get into the field when weather permits. Saves up to $1.40 an acre on labor.

7. INCREASES INCOME
   More pay for your year’s work will result from owning a Wood Bros. Picker. You can plant more corn for cash crop — can save in harvesting cost — can put more in the crib — can pasture longer — can do custom work.

8. DOES AWAY WITH DRUDGERY
   A mechanical corn picker puts an end to sore muscles and aching backs. Changes “pickin’ and tossin’” to “sittin’ and drivin’.” Helps mother, too, because there are no extra meals to prepare, no muddy floors to scrub.

A CORN PICKER DESIGNED BY CORN BELT PEOPLE
Who knows best what a Corn Picker should do? Why, naturally, the man who uses one — the man who grows corn. Wood Bros. Corn Pickers do better work because they are designed, built and proved by corn belt people who know corn.
WOOD BROS. SING
Puts More corn an

ROTARY SNAPPING BAR
Exclusive Wood Bros. feature. Snaps the ears off the same as in hand picking. Misses no ears — gets the nubbins — and reduces shelling. Requires less power and permits lighter, more economical construction.

RUBBER HUSKING ROLLS
Three long spiral rubber rolls, working against three slotted metal rolls, give you cleaner husking than you get by hand, with little shelling — exclusive with Wood Bros.
CORN PICKER
and Cleaner
corn in the crib

MANY EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES
Only on a Wood Bros. Picker can you get the many exclusive features that result in the gentle handling which makes it the choice of hybrid seed growers—advantages that mean more corn, cleaner corn, and better corn in the crib—advantages that keep the cost per acre low—that increase profits.

STRAIGHT-PULL WAGON HITCH
Wagon pulled directly behind the picker, with no side sway or side draft. Takes less power to operate. Saves up to an hour a day in hitching time, alone.

NEW ADJUSTABLE HOOD
Elevator directs flow of corn into wagon. Control rope operated from tractor seat. Means full and balanced loading of wagon. Handy throw-out clutch stops delivery of corn when turning.
Let's follow the Corn through the WOOD

FLOATING GATHERING POINTS

The wide-mouthed gathering points are floating type for picking up down stalks. Have simple height adjustment. Three gathering chains have adjustable speeds to suit field conditions. Position of chains gives better support to stalks.

SPIRAL ROLLS

Carry the corn up through the throat to the snapping bar. They are “gentle” with the corn — no bite — no grab — no tear. They are arranged to direct the ears to the rotary snapping bar and into the elevator hopper.

ROTARY SNAPPING BAR

This exclusive Wood Bros. feature snaps corn from stock, with same motion as in hand picking. Cuts down butt shelling, and helps to clear away trash. Prevents clogging — reduces lost time.

LARGE CAPACITY ELEVATOR

Roomy — 14” wide — to handle heavy yields and large hybrid ears, without clogging. Delivers corn in steady stream to husking bed.
BROS. SINGLE ROW CORN PICKER

**RUBBER ROLL HUSKING UNIT**

Large capacity — spiraled rubber rolls working against slotted metal rolls — adjustable feed apron moves ears over husking rolls — husks and silk are pulled off clean with positive but gentle husking action. Rolls 40" long — on floating bearings — simple adjustment.

**REAR DELIVERY ELEVATOR**

Keeps corn moving in straight line to wagon. Permits picking closer to fence and to ends of rows. Has ample capacity to handle heavy crop.

**ADJUSTABLE HOOD**

Controlled from seat, to direct corn either to front or rear of wagon, and balance load at full capacity. Reduces loss of ears from wagon.

**“CORN MISER” INCREASES YIELD**

The unusually small amount of shelled corn removed from ears by the exclusive Wood Bros. husking unit, even when the corn is dry and brittle, is saved. It passes through the trash rake into the “Corn Miser” pan, and is carried by the elevator to the wagon.

**CLEAN CORN IN THE CRIB**

With a Wood Bros. Corn Picker, you get your crop into the crib, free from husks and silk. You get clean corn that keeps better, cures better, and brings a higher market price.

Time-Saves Labor—Cuts Costs
The Ford Tractor with Ferguson System is really modern farm power at its best. On over a hundred thousand farms it has proved its ability to get *all* farm work done — easily, safely, quickly and with low cost. Ask your Dealer about it.

HOW TO GET
MORE CORN
AND
CLEANER CORN
in the Crib!